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Abstract—This work concentrateon Unified Power
Quality Conditioner (UPQC), Fuel cell with battery along
with Photovoltaic unit integration for enhancing the
performance aspects of the distribution network. Nowadays
all most all the applications are integrated with energy
components. Because of the better response in critical
conditions from the integrated systems. It is essential to
use a compensator to compensate power quality problems
due to continuous automation. There are various devices
are available for conditioning of power supply. UPQC
will takes care of voltage-current associated problems and
supports for all kind of disturbances.This work focus on
the UPQC working and correction of voltage and currents
in a distribution system includes a DC-DC converter. The
series-shunt controller is take care for executing the UPQC
to address non-linear loads. The implementation of the this
method is simulated in MATLAB.
Keywords: Powerproblems, Battery, Distribution Network,
Harmonic Distortion, Fuell Cell and Non-Linear Load.

I. Introduction
In the distribution network, there are plenty type of
loads may present and used by different types of users
in the increased manner. Due to automated devices,
every one forced to work on the different kind of power
electronic converters. Normally non-linear types of loads
may cause the power quality problems and becomes an
headache. As a whole these type of problems become a
never ending solution to distribution engineers to find the
solution for the same. This kind of disturbances may cause
spoil the network and individual equipment performance.
As being a customer, expects the good quality of supply
with out interruptions. Due to urbanization , this type of
problems are increases [1]. The delicate equipment inject
harmonics into the system and nonfunctioning of the
devices that are generally used in daily life face the voltage
problems. Out of the quality conditioners, Unified Power
Quality Conditioner (UPQC) is also the best conditioner
take care of power variations. The UPQC has a single
structure which holds both series and shunt compensator
based on voltage source converter technique. Shunt
compensator used for current disturbances and series
rectifies voltage profiles [2-3] both are using the same dc
link. Series structure behave like DVR and shunt acts as
STATCOM . The battery along with supercapacitor can
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be used for the DC link for shorter duration of time [1112].
The fuel cell combined with photovoltaic units
supplied for the DC link for a span of short periods.
Fuel cell modules are employing in most of the fields
such as hybrid interfaces, medical fields, defence related
equipmets and also used in domestic appliances.The
three phase, three wire design with a non-linear load
of diode-bridge rectifier in the DC side. In paper [9]
explains about utilization of Bi-directional full bridge
DC-DC converters in UPQC. The permitted THD of
source current for all working conditions is 5% as per
IEEE standards. Batteries are least cost effective devices
for removing power variations. They are employed in
remote applications, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles
and toys etc. Battery-Fuel cell integration is one of the
most trusted method. It improves the battery life, power
enhancement etc. [4-6].
PV is one of the freely unexaust energy source, very
little maintenance. Because of these advantages PV is
mostly employed in urban electricity systems, irrigation
systems, residential and industrial systems. Hybridization
of the enrgy modules is one of the useful and emerging
concept is becoming more famous in many fields for
sharing of loads, density, energy storage concepts and
quick release of power for smaller duration of times [7]
and [8].Battery, FC-PV system is one of the economical
choices for saving of battery standard life, power quality
improvement and it also have the capacity in reducing the
peak power of battery. This combined system is focused
to enhance the capacity of the UPQC, DC/DC converter
and FC-PVBattery (FC-PVBat) system is used to reduce
THD content, settingof powerfactor at point of installed.
This work is summarized as: Section 2; explains the FCPVBat based UPQC. Section 3; explains the Scheme of
series and shunt converter control and DC-DC converter.
Section 4; shows results analysis. Section5; presents
conclusion.

II. FC-PVB at based UPQC
The arrangement of FC-PVBat based UPQC shown in
Fig 1. The voltage source inverters for compensators are
used with insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT’s). In
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this work, synchronous reference frame methodology for
the hybrid UPQC in integration with DC-DC converter
to modulate voltage at the FC-PV Bat module for the
expected performance.

A. Series Converter
The aim of the series active filter is to remove the
harmonics voltage harmonics [10]. The phase voltages
are supplied at point of interconnection which results
into two unit vectors (sinwt, coswt).
The source voltages Vsa, Vsb, Vsc are transformed into
d-q-0 from a-b-c, presented in eq. (3.1).

III. Series and Shunt Converter Control

D. Shunt Converter
Shunt compensator is employed to address the link
voltage as well and to maintain the load current under
non linear loads.
The I*d, I*q values are
			

(3.2)

(3.3)
The two reference currents (i*d, i*q) are used to
generate the reference load currents, to correct the current
magnitude at shunt APF.
The Inverse Park transformation is used transform abc
to dqo domain which is given in eq. (3.6).

		
(3.4)
(3.1)
The control strategy of shunt active filter senses
the current values and is examined with the reference
currents to obtain switching pulses. The DC-DC
converter is having two full-bridges [9], it works in the
dual direction. The working voltage of the fuel cell varies
between 60-75V, while the dc link voltage is 680V.

IV. Results
A. Sag -Swell Compensation

Fig. 1: Arrangement of Combined FC-PVBat UPQC.

Fig. 2: Simulation of FC-PV Bat UPQC.
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In the supply voltage, sagis created during 1.5 sec
to 3.0 sec and the corresponding injection voltages are
shown in Fig.3 and the similarly corresponding voltages
and currents shown in Fig.4,whenever a swell is applied
between time slot 6.0 sec to 7.5sec. To enhance the load
voltage, the battery will support in combination with FCPV, It will inject the power to the series compensator, we
can observe the same and it can be monitored that the
load voltages get its original position.

Fig.3: Sag Compensation
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(a). Source Current		

(b). Load Voltage

Fig. 6: Percentage-THD values.

Fig.4 :Swell Compensation.

Fig. 7: Power Factor Correction.

B. Correction of Unabalanced Currents
The currents are become unbalanced from 9.0 sec
to 10.5 sec when the system is disturbed by isolating
the breaker. The system needs reactive power which
isprovided by the FC shown in Fig.5. Harmonics content
of source current and the load voltage shown in Fig. 6 (a)
& (b). By interpreting, the percentage THD of load current
is increased due to disturbance. The source current has
the THD of 0.76% and load voltages are 1.02%.

The imlementation of Fuel cell –Photovoltaic battery
hybridization of UPQC results are shown in Table 1 with
THD values. The UPQC handles the voltage and current
variations under abnormal conditions.
Table 1: Results of Combined UPQC with FC-PVBat

Control Technique
UPQC with FC-PVBat

Parameter

%Thd

Source Current (Amps)
0.76%
(iSabc_rms)
Load Voltage (Volts)
(VLabc_rms)

1.02%

V. Conclusion
This paper explains about the Hybrid arrangement
of UPQC along with the FC-PVBat. The UPQC prfectly
corrects the current, voltage associated problems and
decreases the Fuelcell. In all operating working strategy,
the perentage THD of source current within allowable
range as per IEEE standards. The THD of the source
current is 0.76%. The implementation of hybrid
configuration for the UPQC is address under linear, nonlinear load under MATLAB environment.
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